
White Wines
1. SANCERRE, ANDRÉ DEZAT ET FILS, FRANCE   £30.00

Fine Sancerre, bone dry with a great depth of mineral and herbacous fruit.

2. TANNERS WHITE BURGUNDY, BOURGOGNE CHARDONNAY, FRANCE   £25.00
Classic white Burgundy with a succulent, buttery Chardonnay character and a touch of 
oak.

3. WAVERIDER SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND £5.45 £6.95 £19.95
Tropical fruit, grassy herbaceous character and ripe citrussy freshness. 

4. LA PETITE FERME VIOGNIER, FRANSCHHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA   £19.50
Peach fruit with frangipan give a complex wine with spicy hints and an almond nuttiness.

5. TANNERS SAUVIGNON, IGP D’OC, FRANCE £5.00 £6.50 £18.00
Fresh grassy aromas, crisp gooseberry and ripe tropical fruit and juicy acidity.

6. AMORI PINOT GRIGIO, VENEZIE, ITALY £4.50 £5.50 £15.95
Delicately floral and light in body, with crisp fruit and a very subtle touch  
of honey on the finish.

7. WIDE RIVER CHENIN BLANC, ROBERTSON, SOUTH AFRICA £3.95 £4.95 £14.95
Fresh and aromatic with ripe fig, tropical melon and hints of pepper.

8. LYREBIRD CHARDONNAY, SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA £3.95 £4.95 £14.95
Deliciously tropical and fruity with hints of melon and subtle oak.

Sparkling & Champagne
9. PROSECCO FRIZZANTE, TREVISO, IL COLLE, ITALY - 200ML    £7.50

Gently sparkling with lovely peachy fruit and a refreshing, juicy palate.

10. LE CONTESSE PINOT ROSÉ, CUVÉE BRUT, SPUMANTE, ITALY - 200ML    £7.50
A gentle strawberry scented rosé, characterful with a hint of sweetness and a well-
balanced finish. 

11. PROSECCO SPUMANTE, AMORI, ITALY   £21.95
Aromas of pears, apples and peaches followed by more of the same on the palate.

12. TANNERS BRUT EXTRA RÉSERVE CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE   £39.95
A finely structured, fruit-driven style with an impression of white flowers, fleshy stone fruits and 
toast.

13. BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÉE BRUT NV, FRANCE   £69.95
Notes of biscuit, citrus, nuts, figs and spice, this is a powerful yet elegant Champagne. 
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Rosé Wines
14. CALIFORNIA CREEK ZINFANDEL ROSÉ, USA £4.50 £5.50 £15.95

Light-bodied and medium-sweet, with berry, peach and juicy watermelon flavours.

15. AMORI PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH, VENEZIE, ITALY £4.50 £5.50 £15.95
Gentle fragrant summer fruits on the nose and delicate strawberry fruit on the palate.

Red Wines
16. VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO DOC SUPERIORE, MAROGNE, ZENI, ITALY   £36.00

Concentrated flavour of black cherries and berries with a mellow smoothness.

17. TANNERS SUPER CLARET, HAUT MÉDOC, FRANCE   £25.00
Crunchy blackcurrant fruit with a classic hint of pencil lead and green pepper.

18. LA PETITE FERME CABERNET SAUVIGNON, FRANSCHHOEK, SOUTH AFRICA   £24.95
Morello cherry and blackcurrant combine with leather and cigar box notes.

19. PINOT NOIR LORON, VIN DE FRANCE   £21.95
Classic, slightly savoury and fresh Pinot, with crunchy red fruit flavours and a fine leafy 
character.

20. VAZA CRIANZA, RIOJA, SPAIN   £19.95
Spicy and floral with classic raspberry and strawberry fruit.

21. TANNERS ARGENTINIAN MALBEC, MENDOZA,  ARGENTINA £5.25 £6.75 £18.75
Juicy, open nose, full and ripe palate with lovely black and red fruits and an appealing fresh 
character.

22. TANNERS DOURO RED, PORTUGAL   £18.00
Lovely juicy black fruit character with herbs and peppery hints.

23. RÉMI & JÉRÔME MERLOT, IGP PAYS D’OC, FRANCE £4.25 £5.25 £15.95
A soft and fruity wine with flavours of plums and blackcurrants.

24. LYREBIRD SHIRAZ, SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA £3.95 £4.95 £14.95
Ripe, fruity red, overflowing with berries, plums and soft vanilla oak.

Dessert Wines
25. RIVESALTES GRENAT SUR GRAINS, DOMAINE BOUDAU 2015 - HALF  £6.00 £19.95

Silky smooth in the mouth with flavours of ripe black cherries.

26. MUSCAT DE ST-JEAN-DE-MINERVOIS - HALF  £4.50 £15.95
Concentrated and sweet yet perfectly fresh, with rich raisin fruit and racy lemon freshness.
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